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INTRODUCTION

Expertise, which can be developed through specialization in sports physiotherapy, has evolved as part of lifelong learning to improve patient care. Specialization is described as having in-depth knowledge, skills and competence in a specific area of practice. The International Federation of Sports Physical Therapy (IFSPT) provides a specialist recognition process through certification by member organizations, which includes masters level knowledge and skills mapped to competencies, while also demonstrating situational and contextual awareness.

The process acknowledges and promotes that becoming a specialist involves more than merely successfully completing a course of study, rather, it requires a longer period of reflective practice in the sports physiotherapy field.

Typically, professional expertise is considered a gradual transition, often starting with formal (university) education and then specializing through (clinical) experience and ongoing informal learning, which builds upon this academic foundation. Experts in a specialized field demonstrate ongoing regular deliberate practice and consistently successful superior performance in complex situations. Not all specialists will become ‘experts’ but a suitable specialization process can facilitate developing expertise characteristics. In this international perspective the authors are encouraging the reader to consider the role of both informal implicit learning and the development of expertise.

The authors have previously proposed a model of expertise development in sports physiotherapy. In this model, learning is categorized into technical (scientific and skill-based), creative (adapting decision-making and techniques to clinical situation) and contextual (self-awareness and ability to adapt behaviors within wider cultural and situational circumstances). Creative and contextual learning both improve with informal practical/experiential learning. Novices typically have the technical knowledge to support evidence-based practice but lack the depth of experience on which to base their practice decisions, especially in complex situations. Individuals then continue to critically appraise available evidence and reflect on patient outcomes to further modify their practice while on a specialist pathway. Sports related examples of different characteristics across novice to expert, to illustrate this, can be seen in Figure 1.

LEARNING, REFLECTION AND KNOWLEDGE

Formal learning is typically planned, ‘teacher’ led and explicit, while informal learning is usually unplanned, experiential, reactive and implicit in nature. Physiotherapists use both, with the limited available evidence suggesting that they seem to prefer formal learning, but it is not clear why. In contrast to these preferences, learning has been shown to be more effective when it happens in a supportive learning community and within practice environments, which suggests more implicit learning.

Developing this implicit learning style enhances skill retention and the ability to transfer to novel circumstances but it can take longer initially. The authors feel that this time constraint may be why busy practitioners typically prefer explicit learning opportunities when asked about preferred methods of learning. Not all experiences trigger the same amount of reflection with expected outcomes tending to confirm existing knowledge, thereby triggering less reflection than unexpected outcomes where reflection generates new learning and knowledge. As reflection encourages creative and contextual learning, the authors suggest that a deliberate strategy to encourage evidencing reflective practice would address the perceived value of informal implicit learning. Experience alone does not appear to be enough to generate expertise, rather the development of expertise depends on the nature and frequency of reflection. Being able to question areas of practice while being exposed to different ways of thinking within a community of practice takes commitment to accruing both experience and feedback. The authors suggest that a strategy to encourage developing practitioners to more readily share unexpected, potentially suboptimal outcomes, would more effectively facilitate learning, but this requires a change in attitudes.

SUMMARY

It is clear that expertise is more than isolated formal learning and requires additional deliberate practice and informal learning. From the authors’ experiences, the challenge of using deliberate practice is to balance the need for mistakes to happen to facilitate implicit learning through reflection and problem solving, while attending to athlete safety. This is where mentoring and supervision become so important, especially in the competitive world of sport, where
Figure 1: Example Sports Physiotherapy Characteristics Across Novice to Expert

performance is key and there is often little tolerance for errors. Thus, working with colleagues who possess greater expertise provides an element of protection to both the developing practitioner and the athlete. The specialist workforce scarcity and budget limitations mean that sports teams will readily recruit novice practitioners, who often find themselves in a sole practitioner role very early in their careers. As a profession sports physiotherapy needs to develop a more effective community of practice, so that a platform can be created for future specialists to develop their expertise. This can be done virtually as well as through direct supervision but must reflect the local cultural and economic environments in order to be effective. Easily accessible mentoring also helps keep the athlete safe, as well as benefiting both the mentor and mentee. The IFSPT and National member organizations can play an important role in changing attitudes towards using deliberate practice and presenting reflections on informal learning to include a breadth of experiences, both positive and negative.
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